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Abstract:
Significant ongoing debate exists amongst stakeholders as to the best front-of-pack
labelling approach and emerging evidence suggests that the plethora of schemes may
cause confusion for the consumer. To gain a better understanding of the relevant
psychological phenomena and consumer perspectives surrounding FoP labelling
schemes and their optimal development a Multiple Sort Procedure study involving free
sorting of a range of nutritional labels presented on cards was performed in four
countries (n=60). The underlying structure of the qualitative data generated was
explored using Multiple Scalogram Analysis. Elicitation of categorisations from
consumers has the potential to provide a very important perspective in this arena and
results demonstrated that the amount of information contained within a nutrition label
has high salience for consumers, as does the health utility of the label although a
dichotomy exists in the affective evaluation of the labels containing varying degrees of
information aggregation. Classification of exiting front-of-pack labelling systems on a
proposed dimension of ‘directiveness’ leads to a better understanding of why some
schemes may be more effective than others in particular situations or for particular
consumers. Based on this research an enhanced hypothetical front-of-pack labelling
scheme which combines both directive and non-directive elements is proposed.
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Introduction
Recent years have witnessed an increasing burden of diet-related diseases
such as obesity, type-2 diabetes and cardiovascular disease (Astrup, 2001; MullerRiemenschneider et al., 2008). In an attempt to address this growing public health
problem, the World Health Organisation’s Global Strategy on Diet, Physical Activity and
Health highlighted nutrition as a key ‘risk’ factor recognising that a low intake of
vegetables and fruits and increased consumption of foods that are high in fat, sugar
and/or salt is detrimental (WHO, 2004). Nutrition labelling is generally accepted to be a
way of providing information to consumers to support health conscious food choices
(COM, 2008) and various forms of front-of-pack (FoP) nutrition labelling, often referred
to as ‘signpost’ labelling have emerged across Europe as a possible tool to address
these nutrition-related public health issues.
Government bodies, food manufacturers and retailers have actively embraced
FoP signpost labelling and have developed a wide range of schemes in varying colours
and formats in order to communicate the nutritional content and relative healthfulness
of their foods. These schemes range from the presence of a detailed label on the front
of the pack communicating the levels of key nutrients, possibly overlaid with
interpretative text or colour as a benchmark, through to the presence of a simple visual
symbol or ‘ health logo’ indicating that the product is considered to be a more healthful
choice. However, it is worth noting that the various schemes are often underpinned by
different approaches to nutrient profiling, the detail of which is typically invisible to the
consumer at point-of-purchase.
There is significant ongoing debate amongst stakeholders as to the best FoP
labelling approach and alongside this, emerging evidence suggests that the plethora of
schemes and their differing presentation on pack may cause confusion for the
consumer (FSA, 2009). Efforts by the EU to establish a food profiling system to
determine which foods actually deserve nutrition or health claims (Drenowski &
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Fulgoni, 2008) highlighted the need for a uniform approach to nutrient profiling. This is
reinforced by the suggestion that such an approach will ultimately help all stakeholders
in Europe including consumers, manufacturers and retailers (Lobstein & Davies, 2008).
The recently approved regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25
October 2011 on the ‘Provision of food information to consumers’ (EU No 1169/2011)
has attempted to address the area of nutrition labelling by making it mandatory for all
pre-packed foods to display in the same field of vision, the energy value and amounts
of fat, saturates, carbohydrates, protein, sugars and salt per 100g or per 100ml, and if
desired per portion where the portion is clearly stated on the pack. Additionally,
expression as a percentage of Guideline Daily Amounts per 100g/ml and per portion is
permitted. Whilst this regulation does not legislate for mandatory front-of-pack nutrition
labelling, it does allow for the energy value to be repeated in the principal field of vision
either alone, or in conjunction with per portion values for fat, saturates, sugars and salt.
Furthermore, within this legislation food manufacturers will only be allowed to continue
supplementing the mandatory nutrition information with ‘other forms of expression’ e.g.
graphical or symbolic ‘signpost’ schemes, if their current or proposed schemes meet a
range of criteria including being both scientifically valid and not misleading for the
consumer. Ultimately the FoP schemes employed must be principally aimed at
facilitating consumer understanding of the energy/nutrient contribution of the food with
evidence showing that they are understood by the average consumer, additionally they
must not present barriers to the free movement of goods. Member states will be
required to monitor the use of any additional forms of expression within their territory
and submit supporting evidence to the Commission for a report to the European
Parliament on the use of additional forms of expression and presentation, their effect
on the internal market and on the advisability of further harmonisation within European
Union.
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Bearing in mind that the nutrition labelling element of this legislation becomes
enforceable by December 2016 and the Commission’s report on additional forms of
expression is due in December 2017, more research is clearly pressing, not only from a
compliance perspective for the manufacturers but more importantly to ensure we fully
understand the degree to which they can contribute to healthier food choices over and
above the provision of the mandatory nutrition labelling alone.
Prevalent front-of-pack labelling schemes and previous research
Within the EU, three main FoP labelling schemes prevail; Guideline Daily Amounts
(GDA), Traffic Lights (TL) and Health Logos (HL) (Storcksdieck genannt Bonsmann et
al., 2010). GDA schemes typically express the numerical values for calories, sugar,
fats, saturates and salt that a portion of the food contains but they also express these
as a percentage contribution to the daily requirements of an average reference adult.
Guideline Daily Amounts were derived from the COMA report (Wiseman,1992) on Daily
reference Values (DRVs) and are championed by FoodDrinkEurope previously known
as the Confederation of Food and Drink industries (CIAA) and many food
manufacturers and retailers. When this scheme is employed, FoP labels appear on all
foods regardless of whether they are considered to be a healthful choice or not.
The UK Food Standards Agency Traffic Lights scheme (FSA, 2007) also
communicates numerical values for calories, sugar, fats, saturates and salt in either
grams per portion or 100g on the front-of-pack but overlays the risk nutrients with an
interpretative colour code of red (High), amber (Medium) or green (Low). The
thresholds for the colour bands include both per 100g and per portion criteria and were
derived from existing advice from COMA and SACN on fats, saturates and salt whilst
an expert group was set up to determine appropriate criteria for sugars. Similarly to the
GDA schemes, when employed, traffic light labels appear on all foods.
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In contrast, health logos only appear on those foods deemed to be more healthful
and they do not contain numerical values for the key risk nutrients since the presence
of the logo itself indicates that the product meets the underlying nutritional criteria set
by the organisation responsible for the logo scheme (Butler, 2010). The Swedish
Keyhole (Larsson et al., 1999) and the Smart Choices logo (Lupton et al., 2010) are
examples of such schemes which evaluate both positive and risk nutrients to establish
whether the product is deemed to be healthy in relation to other foods in the same
category.
There has already been much research in the area of nutrition labelling which has
been detailed in a number of very comprehensive reviews (Cowburn & Stockley, 2005;
Grunert & Wills, 2007; Campos et al., 2011; Hersey et al., 2011; Kroonenberg-Vyth,
2012). In their review, Grunert and Wills suggested consumers ultimately require three
key things from FoP labels; they must be simple to use, include underlying nutritional
information and must not be unduly coercive, but despite this little consensus has
emerged as to the most effective approach. Whilst earlier research identified that
consumers found percentage energy difficult to understand (Lobstein et al., 2007),
more recent research suggests that consumers are able to identify more healthful
products by using percentage guideline daily amount (GDA) labels (Grunert et al.,
2010). However, there is little evidence to confirm whether consumers are able to
effectively utilize GDAs in the context of their overall daily diet (Louie et al., 2008;
Magnusson, 2010). Critics of the GDA approach also feel that there is potential for
misrepresentation of portion sizes to make foods appear more healthful than they
actually are and it has been suggested that consumers find it difficult to compare
products when the nutritional information is presented in different portion sizes
(Sanders, 2006; Lobstein & Davies, 2008). In earlier research Lobstein et al., (2007)
reported that the Traffic Light (TL) labelling scheme was better at facilitating more
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healthful food choices when compared to the GDA approach. This finding was
reflected in a number of other studies (Kelly et al., 2009; Balcombe et al., 2010)
however Grunert and Wills (2007) identified that although consumers generally liked
the TL scheme, the red colour could potentially be interpreted to mean ‘not allowed’
rather than ‘limit intake’. It has therefore been suggested this approach may lead to
avoidance by the consumer of important food groups which are essential for a wellbalanced diet e.g. dairy, because these types of food typically incur a high proportion of
red or amber traffic lights. Advocates of health logo (HL) approaches argue that these
schemes take into account the food as a whole, by addressing both positive and
negative nutrients, and that the presence of a logo quickly communicates the
healthfulness of the product, without the need for any numerical processing by the
consumer at point-of-purchase, thus potentially being more useful in a real shopping
situation. However, Feunekes et al. (2008) found that the TL scheme was rated higher
than a HL scheme for liking, comprehension and credibility. Concerns have also been
raised, particularly within the cereals category, regarding the potential for
manufacturers to mask relatively high levels of risk nutrients such as sugar by fortifying
their products with positive nutrients such as fiber in order to qualify for a logo (Centre
for Science, 2009). In addition, a recent study by Andrews et al., concluded that health
logos may be acting as ‘implicit health claims’ and lead to a higher subjective
evaluation of product healthfulness when compared to a hybrid TL-GDA label or no
FoP label condition (Andrews et al., 2011)
Across the board there is a lack of consensus as to whether the FoP nutrition
information is really having the desired effect of leading consumers to make more
healthful food choices in real-world shopping situations. Despite survey-based
empirical research indicating that the presence of FoP labels is likely to increase
purchase intentions of more healthful foods (Andrews et al., 2011, Feunekes et al.,
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2008), studies in more realistic shopping environments have demonstrated little effect.
A study in a cafeteria environment in the Netherlands concluded that the Choices
International Foundation health logo did not result in a significant increase of sales of
more healthful lunchtime foods (Vyth et al., 2011). Similarly a study on the introduction
of TL labelling in a UK retailer (Sacks et al., 2009) showed no impact on the
healthfulness of food purchases in the first four weeks of the FoP labelling being
introduced, although this study outcome may have been limited by the small range of
food categories included.
The need for a consumer derived typology
It is fair to suggest that previous FoP research may have been lacking a framework
encompassing the range of dimensions which differentiate one system from another
and which potentially explain why they perform as they do. Rather, past studies have
focussed on simply comparing schemes and trying to establish a ‘winner’. However,
more recently publications have begun to address this. In his paper on regulation of
nutrient profile labelling in the US, Lytton proposes a taxonomy of nutrient profile
labelling which compares and contrast the various labelling schemes across a number
of dimensions including source, scope, character, gradation, segmentation and
aggregation (Lytton, 2010). Other approaches have categorised signpost labelling
schemes as either ‘fact-based’ or ‘criteria-based’ but suggest that consumers are
unlikely to recognise the difference between these two categories of labels (Periera,
2010) and this is most likely due to the fact that whilst both of these approaches
effectively discuss the relative strengths and weaknesses of the various FoP schemes
according to their chosen expert dimensions, none are based on dimensions elicited
directly from consumers.
Experts, by definition, tend to have a higher degree of knowledge than non-experts
and are likely to demonstrate a more extensive and sophisticated categorisation (Rugg
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& McGeorge, 1997; Ellis, 1989). Since it has been suggested that there is a lack of
understanding of the relevant psychological phenomena and consumer perspectives
surrounding FoP labelling schemes and their optimal development (van Kleef &
Dagevos., 2011) elicitation of categorisations from consumers i.e. non-experts, has the
potential to provide a very important perspective in this arena. Ultimately, consumers
are the ones expected to use FoP nutrition labels so it is appropriate that in developing
a framework labelling typology, we seek deeper insight into how consumers
themselves categorise the different forms of nutritional labels to which they may be
exposed. The task of developing a typology of the current European FoP labelling
systems based around consumer categorisations of FoP labels was approached by
elicitation of constructs using the Multiple Sort Procedure (MSP) and subsequent
analysis of the categorical data using Multiple Scalogram Analysis (MSA). This
exploratory study was performed in four European countries to ensure any resultant
typology reflected a range of differing cultural perspectives and historical exposure to
FoP labelling.

Methods
The importance of categorization is well established in the field of psychology
(Smith & Medin, 1981) and the Multiple Sort Procedure (MSP) (Rugg & McGeorge,
1997; Barnett, 2004) systematically explores the way in which participants’ make sense
of a particular topic area rather than, as is the case with questionnaires, the research
being based on constructs pre-imposed by the researcher. This study involved free
sorting of a range of nutritional labels presented on cards and elicited the way in which
participants described and categorised these elements. The underlying structure of the
qualitative data generated by the MSP was then explored using Multiple Scalogram
Analysis (MSA) (Wilson, 2000; Lingoes, 1979; Zvulun, 1978; Hammond, 1997). MSA
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provides visual representation of the elements being sorted in terms of geometric
space and the resultant scatter plot depicts each card as a point in two dimensional
space. The spatial proximity or distance between the points on the plot is a reflection
of the adjudged conceptual similarity or difference of the sorted items (Barnett, 2004).

Participants
The study was carried out on a total of 60 participants regularly responsible for
food shopping for the household and comprising of 15 participants from each of the
following countries; UK, Poland, Turkey and France (Table 1). The study was
approved by the University of Surrey Ethics Committee for the UK data collection and
locally by the University of Warsaw, Dokz Eylul University and Agricultural University of
Athens for the Polish, Turkish and French data collection respectively.

Data collection
Four trained interviewers, one per country, conducted individual face-to-face
interviews using a standardised interview schedule translated into local language prior
to use. Participants were given a set of 22 cards each of which displayed a single
nutrition label. They were told that the label on each card had been designed to tell
them something about how healthful a food product might be and instructed to sort the
cards into groups so that all the cards in one group were similar to each other in some
important way and different from the other groups. Whilst performing the free sort,
participants were encouraged to ‘think aloud’ both about the cards and their sorting
rationale. The interviewer then instructed the participant to sort the same cards again
grouping the cards in a different way. If they felt able, participants were encouraged to
perform up to three free sorts. The interviews were digitally recorded and on
completion of each of the sorts, the interviewer manually recorded the overall sort
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rationale used by the participant, the reasons for each grouping of cards and which
cards were assigned to each group.

Stimuli
Selection of the FoP labels included in the study was based on the need to
include a diverse selection of FoP labels that exist within Europe. Since the study was
to be performed in the United Kingdom, Poland, Turkey and France, it was also
important that representation of the most prevalent nutritional labelling elements from
each of these markets were reflected including GDA, traffic light and health logo
schemes. However, one scheme originating in the US was also included; the US
retailer Hannaford’s ‘Guiding Stars’ as it is an example of a graduated health logo
which did not exist in Europe at that time but could possibly appear on the European
market in the near future. This logo has the ability to communicate ‘degrees of
healthfulness’ (i.e. good, better, best) however, similarly to the more typical health
logos which do not differentiate between the healthful foods once they have been
defined as such, this graduated logo is still only capable of signposting those products
within the more healthful spectrum. It should be noted that this scheme is typically
implemented as a shelf tag as opposed to a label that appears on the food package
itself. The stimuli set also included three different representations of typical UK backof-pack nutrition tables all of which included nutrition information both per portion and
per 100g, one of which also displayed percentage guideline daily amount values and
another which also displayed both percentage guideline daily amount values and traffic
light colours. Whilst not typically considered as FoP nutrition labels, nutrition claims
were also included in the stimuli set to explore how they might be conceptualised by
the participants in each of the countries in relation to the various types of FoP labelling
that might exist, bearing in mind that health logos may in fact operate as implicit health
claims in some situations (Andrews et al., 2011).
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The UK is one of the most developed European markets with respect to the
availability of processed foods and accordingly it has the highest level of nutritional
labelling activity. These include nutrition tables on back-of –pack and health logos
(HLs), traffic lights (TLs), percentage guideline daily amounts (GDAs) and nutrition
claims (NCs) on front-of pack, as demonstrated by the recent penetration study of
nutrition information across Europe (Storcksdieck genannt Bonsmann et al., 2010).
However, the Polish market is quite different as GDAs are predominant with very little
incidence of HLs or NCs. Conversely Turkey has a minimal incidence of GDAs but
some evidence of NCs and HLs. Whilst the French market has a reasonably high
penetration and diversity of nutritional labelling using most of the elements existing in
other European countries, it also has a number of unique systems. These include the
Intermarché supermarket’s ‘Nutri-Pass’ system which utilises an alternative traffic light
colour system (amber, yellow and green) to the typical UK system (red, amber and
green) and the ‘Curseur Nutritionnel’, an example of a nutrient profiling system that
appears on pack as a graduated logo (Serog et al., 2006). Two major brands,
McDonalds and Kelloggs had also recently introduced graphical representations for
energy, and the other nutrients included on their nutritional signposts in an attempt to
overcome the need for translation of the nutrient names into local languages thus
minimising the number of packaging variants required for their pan-European or global
brands.
The nutritional labelling schemes that exist in Europe and beyond differ widely
in format, sequence and choice of nutrients, and for the purposes of this study it was
necessary to focus only on the elements of the various schemes that attempted to
communicate the healthfulness of the product rather than on specific format elements
or aesthetics i.e. horizontal or vertical presentation or other design characteristics. The
elements of the study were further contained by focusing on those nutritional claims
and signposting elements that predominantly relate to energy, salt and the three most
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commonly communicated macro nutrients; fat, saturated fat and sugar. However, one
example of an ‘energy only’ GDA was included based on the Mars ‘Be Treatwise’
presentation as this is becoming quite prevalent across Europe on snacks and
chocolate bars. The resultant 22 cards representing 6 overall expert categories are
detailed in Table 2 and shown graphically in Figure 1. The label graphics were
recreated in-house to produce the final label depictions since none of the ‘real-life’
examples existed in all languages and availability of the cards in local language was
deemed to be essential. Therefore, the graphics used were close approximations of
those typically used in the marketplace. The label text was generated in English and
then translated into local language. All labels containing nutrient levels or numerical
information were standardised to avoid participants simply sorting on the numerical
values as opposed to the labels themselves. A typical UK ready meal (Lasagna) was
used as the source of the nutritional information as it provided nutrient levels for which
traffic light labels would display at least one red, amber and green signpost across the
five nutrients. A brief explanatory statement was placed on four of the logos as it was
felt that the participants would need some information regarding the provenance of
these logos particularly if they had not encountered them before. For example, the
Easy Choice health logo (Fig.1, label C3) was accompanied by the statement ‘Food
industry system for identifying products that are healthiest within a product category’
(see Fig.1).

Analysis
Multiple Scalogram Analysis (Wilson, 2000; Lingoes 1979; Zvulun 1978)
involves the preparation of a data matrix in which each column represents an individual
participant’s sort and each row represents a card i.e. an FoP label. The Multiple
Scalogram Analysis (MSA) output provides an overall ‘top’ plot which depicts the
relationships between all the cards in that analysis. Each card is a point in geometric
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space and the closer the points are to each other the more similar they are considered
to be. The program requires a ‘coefficient of contiguity’ of at least 0.9 to ensure that
the solution being produced is an acceptable fit to the data. Regardless of whether
differing numbers of categories were used by the participants during their free sorts,
the cards that were most frequently placed together across the sample appear closest
together on this top plot. In addition to this top plot, the MSA output also includes an
‘item’ plot for each sort included in the data matrix. The configuration of the points on
these item plots is the same as for the top plot however, this time the points represent
the category or group that the card was assigned to by the participant. Using the
category descriptions, group headings and other qualitative data gathered during the
sorting interviews, these item plots allow for the reasons that particular cards were
grouped together in individual sorts to be overlaid onto the top plot in order to inform its’
interpretation. In this way the researcher is able to partition the top plot on the basis of
why particular cards were put together, and offer an interpretation of the categories that
have informed the way that the study participants have sorted the cards.
Plots of the first free sorts for each country were prepared as a starting point for
the analysis. Each country was analysed separately enabling exploration of the
differences between countries. The resultant top plots are shown in Figures 2 to 5.
Plots were also generated for the second free sorts for each country however these did
not appear to add any additional dimensions to the interpretations already provided by
the first free sort analysis therefore analysis at this level was not pursued.
Following the sorting, a content analysis was conducted in order to provide an
overview of the constructs participants used in their first free sorts. All group headings
were reviewed to identify meaningful categories within which sorts could be subsumed.
These categories were then used in conjunction with the individual constructs to
facilitate the interpretation of the MSA plots.
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Results
Constructs utilised by participants in their first free sort
Categories elicited in an individual’s first free sort are generally considered to
have a higher salience than those in subsequent sorts (Barsalou,1992). Of the twenty
six constructs used as category/ group labels in the first free sorts, thirteen were used
in three or more countries (Table 3), the top six of these accounting for over half that
were used in total. The most frequent classification criteria used by the participants in
their first free sorts related to the type and level of information that the labels provided.
Other high frequency constructs related to how clear and understandable the
participants’ felt the labels were, the degree of healthfulness of the food being
communicated and the overall impact/attractiveness of the labels. On the whole
constructs utilised by participants in their second and third free sorting tended to repeat
those already elicited.
The qualitative data gathered during the interviews suggested that it was the
lack of a direct decision as to whether the food product overall was deemed to be
healthy or not, i.e. the label’s health utility, in the high information content labels which
appears to drive certain participants to consider these labels as confusing and unclear
and thus invoke a less favourable affective evaluation. Whereas, in the low information
content labels which do communicate this direct decision, it was the lack of
‘information’ on energy or nutrient levels which appeared to drive participants to
categorise these labels as confusing and unclear and also invoke trust issues.
Legibility of the labels appeared to be an issue for the Polish participants,
especially the older ones, possibly due to the fact that translation of the text into Polish
meant the label often included more text characters. This finding was therefore
considered to be an artefact of the experimental design rather than a particular
difference between the Polish participants and the other countries.
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Interpretation of the MSA plots
In the UK top plot (Fig. 2), the three main clusters of points and their distance
from each other depicts the clear distinctions that participants made between three
main groups of labels: health logos (HLs), nutrition claims (NCs) and the larger cluster
of remaining labels which included the percentage guideline daily amount labels
(GDA), traffic light (TL), hybrid (HB) and nutrition tables (NT). It is interesting at this
stage to note that few UK participants used colour as a sort strategy or construct in
their first free sort and the use of this construct only increased slightly in participants
second free sorts. This contributes to some degree to the lack of separation between
the TL and the GDA labels.
Using the qualitative data and item plots to help identify the reasons for sorting
particular groups of labels together revealed that the health logo (HL) labels were
consistently described as containing low levels of information. Conversely, the main
mixed cluster of labels were categorised as containing high levels of information. The
nutrition claim (NC) labels were often described as not having enough information to
validate whether the claim was true or not and in the context of levels of information,
this would appear to explain why they are separated from the other two clusters.
In terms of their health utility, labels containing numerical information on
calories or macro nutrients, i.e. GDA, TL, HB and NT labels, were frequently
categorised as relating to unhealthful foods, whereas participants recognised that the
health logo (HL) label cluster related to healthful foods and categorised them as such.
Some ambiguity regarding the degree of healthfulness was associated with the
nutrition claims e.g. low fat (Fig. 1, label C17) and one of the graduated health logos
(Fig.1, label C5). With regards to nutrition claims such as ‘Low fat’, participants
expressed a need for more information to validate exactly how low the nutrient content
actually was, and as such there was an element of mistrust associated with these types
of statements. Despite the majority of health logos (HLs) being clustered closely
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together on the plot, the French derived Curseur Nutritionnel system (Fig. 1, label C5)
did not fall within that cluster. Similarly to the nutrition claims this logo was often
perceived in terms of its health utility as ambiguous and it appeared to lack sufficient
clarity of message for the UK participants. This is the most likely explanation for this
label existing in the same partition on the plot as the nutrition claims and not within the
health logo partition.
Based on the above interpretations, the UK top plot was partitioned with respect
to the constructs of ‘information content’ and ‘healthfulness of food’. For the other high
frequency constructs; ‘understanding/confusion’ and ‘clarity’, further partitioning of the
plots did not appear to be possible since the labels in each cluster were not
consistently described with regards to the polarity of these constructs. Some
participants described the health logos (HLs) as clear and easy to understand and the
high information content labels as confusing whereas conversely, others found the
health logos (HLs) confusing and the labels containing higher information content
clearer and easier to understand. A similar effect was observed for the construct of
impact/attractiveness; here too there appeared to be a dichotomy with some
participants indicating that they found the high information labels impactful or attractive
and others disagreeing and preferring the health logos (HLs) for impact and
attractiveness. These differences in affective evaluation were not attributable to any
socio-demographic factors.
For the Turkish data the interpretation process was repeated and the structure
of the plot (Fig. 3) appeared to be dominated by the same two constructs prevalent in
the UK plot, namely ‘information content’ and the ‘health utility’ of the label. In terms of
the nutrition claims, overall the Turkish participants appeared to accept more readily
these types of statements as indicators of the healthfulness over their UK counterparts
but, similar to the UK plot, they were still categorised them as containing low levels of
information.
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Partitioning of the Polish plot (Fig. 4) based on the construct of ‘information
content’ again appeared to best explain the separation of the clusters however,
references to the health utility of the labels in the qualitative feedback from this sample
related much more to the difficulties/ambiguity in building health inferences rather than
a clear healthful/unhealthful food distinction. This heightened ambiguity associated
with the health utility of the label most likely relates to a lack of familiarity with the
various FoP schemes since many do not exist in Poland.
Partitioning of the French plot (Fig. 5) was dominated by the ‘information
content’ construct alone. Similarly to the other three countries, health logos (HLs) and
nutrition claims (NCs) appeared in the low information partition and the remaining
labels appeared in the high information partition. However, in contrast to the other
three country plots, the health utility of the label tended not to be used in the category
descriptions of the French participants. Rather than use categories which related to
how healthful they felt the foods that the labels represented were, they focussed more
on the similarities/differences between the information presented on the labels and how
useful they considered the various labels to be for their own needs. Interestingly this
was not a construct used by any of the other countries in their first free sorts. Despite
this slight difference, by virtue of the ‘information content’ construct alone the overall
separation of the label clusters in the French plot is very similar to that of the other
countries.
Once again, similarly to the UK plot, the label clusters on the Turkish, Polish
and French plots were not consistently described in terms of their affective evaluation
with some participants responding positively overall to the low information content
labels and less positively to the high information content labels and conversely others
responding more positively to the high information content labels. Again these
differences were not attributable to socio-demographic factors.
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Nutrition claims
Claims appear to offer some respondents a ‘short-cut’ cue to what they
considered to be the most important message in the other nutrition information
provided on pack. They indicated that claims such as ‘low fat’ for example, might
prompt them to check the nutrition information provided on either front or back-of-pack
for fat levels since many participants felt that these types of ‘low’ claims didn’t offer
sufficient detail to make a product choice and often invoked mistrust, a finding
consistent with a number other studies on both nutrition and health claims (Chan, 2005;
Mazis, 1997). Some participants even suggested that claims could be misconstrued as
being targeted towards people with specific dietary needs and may therefore be
discouraging for those outside the perceived target group. For example, it was
suggested by some participants that low fat claims are only relevant for people on a
weight-loss diet. However, this scepticism may have been amplified by the study being
conducted in a lab setting since in a real-world shopping setting time constraints and
other external factors often mean that evaluation of more detailed nutritional
information is not possible. Indeed a recent study found that parents of children in the
U.S. are influenced by health claims appearing on cereals (Harris et al., 2011) despite
other lab-based studies having found that claims do not affect product evaluations or
purchase intentions (Garretson, 2000).

Proposed consumer derived labelling typology
Partitioning the MSA plots demonstrates that there is a relationship between
how directive an FoP labelling system is in its health utility and the amount of
information that is included in the label. The relationship is in fact an inverse one such
that the more directive, or by Lytton’s typology the more aggregated the label becomes,
the less information is included, the assumption being that the consumer doesn’t need
it as in terms of its health utility, the decision has already been made for them. This
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research suggests that it is most likely this very assumption that results in the negative
affective evaluation attributed to the labels by many of the participants. With less
directive (non-aggregated) labels where the nutritional information is present, it is the
absence of any decision for the overall health utility of the label at the food product
level which appeared to cause many participants to consider these labels less
favourably. Whilst the term ‘directiveness’ was not used verbatim as a construct by the
participants, it does help to explain the relationship between the two dominant
constructs and might lead to a better understanding of why some FoP schemes may be
more effective than others in particular situations and for particular consumers. Many
participants preferred the ‘Directive’ labels and felt they would help them make a quick
decision on the product as a whole. However, others responded negatively to being
told something was ‘healthy’ in the absence of any nutritional information and indicated
that they would prefer to be able to make or validate their own decision based on the
levels of a single nutrient, or a combination of nutrients which they felt were relevant to
their specific needs via the ‘Non-directive’ type labels.
Whilst the participants within this study did not make a significant distinction in
their sorting between high information content labels which contained traffic light
information and those containing GDA information it is useful to discuss the dimension
of ‘directiveness’ in the context of these types of labels to see how this dimension might
enhance understanding over and above the use of the dimension of aggregation alone.
Traffic light labels contain information on nutrient content but also communicate
decisions on the healthfulness of the levels of these individual nutrients with either
colour banding or use of text such as ‘Red/High’, ‘Amber/Med’ or ‘Green/Low’. At either
ends of the healthfulness spectrum, particularly when all the nutrients within the label
for a given product are colour coded ‘red’ or alternatively all ‘green’, these labels
communicate at a level more in line with the directive schemes. In these situations, the
consumer is being given a greater degree of guidance as to the healthfulness of the
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food as a whole, than by the presence of nutrient levels alone. It is important to note
however, that the instances of an all ‘red’ or all ‘green’ food product are fairly low and in
reality most consumers will be faced with an array of colours across the nutrients for a
given food and therefore, if using these types of labels when shopping the decision as
to where to place the product on the continuum of healthfulness is still located with the
consumer for the majority of foods. In reality, their decision will most likely be based on
the predominance of red or green within the traffic light label overall and so whilst
Traffic Light labels are actually no more aggregated in terms of the amount of
information that they display than GDA systems, they do in fact warrant a separate
position on the dimension of ‘directiveness’ due to the fact that in some situations, as
explained above, they are more directive than GDA systems. As such we propose that
Traffic Lights schemes be classified as ‘Semi-Directive’.
Classification of the stimuli labels according to the externally applied construct
of ‘directiveness’ at food product level resulted in the proposal of three typology sub
categories for the FoP labels; Directive, Semi-directive and Non-directive (see Table 4).

Discussion
Despite the differences in penetration of the various nutrition labelling systems
in the four countries, on the whole consumers across the countries categorised and
conceptualised the study labels in quite similar ways which is a positive when
considering the possibility of developing an effective pan-European approach. Results
demonstrated that the amount of information contained within a nutrition label has high
salience for consumers, as does the health utility of the label although a dichotomy
exists in the affective evaluation of the labels containing varying degrees of information
aggregation. By recognising that when the directiveness of a FoP label’s health
message decreases, the level of detailed information for the consumer to process has
to increase, classification of labels on the dimension of directiveness might lead to a
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better understanding of why some FoP schemes may be more effective than others in
particular situations and for particular consumers. In addition, a typology based on
directiveness appears to better reflect the role of traffic lights in FoP labels than a
typology based on aggregation alone.
In the ‘real world’ we know that most consumers don’t have the time or
motivation to process lots of nutritional information when they are shopping (Gerrier,
2010), however the expressed need for more information by some participants when
presented with the low information content directive labels should perhaps be
considered in the context of Judgeability Theory (Yzerbyt et al., 1994). This suggests
that whilst people often understand and respond to simple cues better particularly when
under time pressure, they often want to believe that they are making rational choices
based on rational data. Non-directive labels with high information content have many
attributes; nutrient names, grams, percentages, that possibly make people believe that
they are being given important evidence. Even if they do not use the actual content,
they are simply more likely to be reassured by the fact that the information is there.
Another possible explanation may simply relate to an individual’s preferred
thinking style. Individuals may choose to process information presented to them quickly
and superficially (heuristic) or alternatively prefer to engage in more elaborate
systematic processing (Epstein et al., 1996; Chaiken & Trope, 1999). This framework
suggests that heuristic processing is more likely to be employed by individuals with a
low level of knowledge about a subject and/or lack of background or detailed
information to draw on. Conversely, systematic processing tends to be employed when
people have both the ability and willingness to process more information i.e. when
additional information is present or when they have the time/cognitive resources to
process the information. Whilst individuals may have an inherent preference for one
style over the other as a result of how well informed they are on the topic in question, it
is likely that the processing style actually adopted will be influenced heavily by the
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situation. In the context of a shopping visit, one might suggest that heuristic processing
is very likely during routine shopping; low involvement, lack of time, overloaded
cognitive resources etc. Under other circumstances, such as when following a weight
loss programme or when attempting to eat more healthfully after an indulgent holiday
period, individuals may be more motivated or involved and in consequence switch to
systematic processing. It could be argued therefore that directive labels sacrifice all
else for speed and ease of use, becoming both coercive and lacking in the necessary
underlying nutritional information and subsequently contravening both the second and
the third requirements for liking identified by Grunert and Wills (2007). Bearing in mind
that to be effective an ‘ideal’ FoP labelling scheme must appeal to the widest audience
across the widest set of shopping situations, one solution may lie in moving away from
current thinking in terms of FoP labelling schemes utilising either an aggregated or
alternatively a disaggregated approach, and more towards the development of FoP
labels that consist of both directive and non-directive elements.
Whilst recent lab-based research by van Herpen and van Trijp (2011) found that
health logos can enhance healthy product choice, in a supermarket environment this
type of directive labelling will only ever be present on a small number of foods i.e. only
the most healthful foods. Health logo schemes therefore only give half the story,
leaving the consumer with no front-of-pack information to guide them on the relative
healthfulness of their choices on the vast majority on foods that remain unlabelled by
these approaches. The results of this research suggested that future studies may
benefit from evaluating a hypothetical FoP labelling scheme which combines both
directive and non-directive components according to this typology, and which clearly
communicate both the presence and absence of the logo component. In its simplest
form this potentially enhanced FoP label would consist of a logo supplemented by
information on energy, sugar, fat, saturated fat and salt for those foods deemed to be
healthful. For foods not deemed to be healthful, the FoP label should still be present
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and display values for energy and the risk nutrients but make it visually clear when a
product does not qualify for a health logo by leaving a space within the label where the
logo should be. Further studies within the FLABEL project (Food Labelling to Advance
Better Education for Life EU Contract n° 211905) went on to test this hypothetical FoP
label in a real-store setting using eye-tracking and found that whilst overall attention to
the label was only slightly increased, the healthfulness of choices made by shoppers
with a lower degree of self-control (i.e. weaker in self-regulatory processes with regard
to thoughts, emotions, impulsive behaviors) were increased (Grunert et al., 2012).
Since this is a segment of the population that FoP labels should ideally be helping, this
initial result is considered to be encouraging for further development and testing of this
potentially enhanced approach to FoP nutrition labelling.

Limitations
This study was not concerned with testing the effectiveness of FoP labels in
driving product choice, its purpose was to elicit semi-structured qualitative data to help
us gain a deeper understanding of how consumers describe and differentiate the
various FoP labels. As a small scale exploratory study conducted in a lab setting it
should be noted that participants were more likely to be sceptical of the labels shown to
them than they would be in a real-world shopping setting that often does not involve
careful inspection of the labels. In addition, the participants were not required to use
the labels in any ‘real’ way to facilitate a product choice and many of the labelling
systems were unfamiliar to them. However, the value of the type of information
gathered from this small scale study is that it is difficult to capture and is often missed
in larger empirical studies focussed on outcome measures of final product choice.
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Table 1
Sample characteristics
UK
(n=15)

PL
(n=15)

TK
(n=15)

FR
(n=15)

Total
(n=60)

Male

40

40

40

33

38

Female

60

60

60

67

62

18-25 years

13.3

20.0

13.3

20.0

16.7

26-35 years

26.7

26.7

20.0

33.3

26.7

36-49 years

26.7

20.0

40.0

13.3

25.0

50-64 years

20.0

20.0

13.3

26.7

20.0

65+ years

13.3

13.3

13.3

6.7

11.7

Gender

Age group

NS-SEC five classa
1. managerial and

46.7

20.0

66.7

53.3

46.7

2. Intermediate occupations

6.7

20.0

6.7

6.7

10.0

3. Small employers and own

13.3

13.3

0

13.3

10.0

20.0

33.3

6.7

13.3

18.3

13.3

13.3

20

13.3

15.0

professional occupations

account workers
4. Lower supervisory and
technical occupations
5. Semi-routine and routine
occupations

a

Measured by NS-SEC, see Office for National Statistics (2002).
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Table 2
Content elements of the label stimuli.
Label Codesa

Construct

Description

Health logos (HL)

5 labels in total; 3 representing the different types of

C1-C5

endorsement found in the marketplace; authoritative
endorsement - specified, authoritative endorsement not specified and brand/retailer owned.
2 representing graduated logos.
% Guideline Daily
Amounts (GDA)

5 labels in total representing monochrome, specific

C6-C10

nutrient colouring, energy only and graphical
representation of nutrient name and content.

Traffic lights (TL)

2 labels representing ‘with text’ (i.e. High, Med. Low)

C11-C12

and ’no text’ versions.
Hybrids (HB)

2 labels representing ‘UK’ traffic light/% GDA hybrid

C13-C14

and an example of a hybrid label using an alternative
TL scheme i.e. Amber, Yellow and Green.
Nutrition claims
(NC)

5 labels each representing a different ‘low’ claim for

C15-C19

energy (i.e. Low calorie) and one of the four key
nutrients; fat, saturated fat, sugar or salt.

Nutrition tables
(NT)

3 labels in total representing different levels of
information in a nutrition table format; nutrients in
grams, nutrients in grams plus % GDAs and nutrients in
grams plus % GDAs plus traffic lights.

a

See Fig. 1 for the visual representation of the labels referred to in this table
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C21-C23

Table 3
Frequencies of first sort constructs used in at least 3 of the 4 countries.
Construct

UK

Poland

Turkey

France

Total

Information content

13

15

18

13

59

Labelling systems

8

1

4

20

33

Understanding/confusion

9

7

11

0

27

Healthfulness of food

4

14

4

0

22

Impact/attractiveness

8

5

1

6

20

Clarity

12

2

4

1

19

Legibility

2

9

3

2

16

Complexity

5

0

3

4

12

Reliability/Trust

1

2

3

5

11

Colour

3

2

3

0

8

Silly/ nonsense

1

0

3

1

5

Serving/portion info

2

1

0

1

4

Persuading/warning

0

1

1

1

3
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Table 4
Categorisation of study labels according to proposed typology
Category

Label Codes/
Descriptions

Label is directive at

a

Food level

Directive

Label is present on

Nutrient

Healthful

Unhealthful

level

foods

foods

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Partially

Yes

Yes

Yes

C1, C2, C3, C4,
C5
HL labels both
simple and
graduated.

Non-

C6, C7, C8, C9,

directive

C10, C20, C21
GDAs and NTs +/GDA information.

Semi-

C11, C12, C13,

directive

C14, C22
TLs, HB and NTs
incorporating
traffic lights.

a

See Fig. 1 for the visual representation of the labels referred to in this table
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Figure 1.
Fo a graphical represenation of label stimuli used in the study please contact the
author c.hodgkins@surrey.ac.uk
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Figure 2.
UK MSA plot - See Fig. 1 for the visual representation of the labels referred to in this
table. Key: HL= health logos; GDA = % guideline daily amount labels; TL = traffic light
labels; HB = hybrid labels; NC = nutrition claims and NT = nutrition tables.

C6,7,8,11,12,13 (GDAs, TLs, HB)
C10(GDA)
C9(GDA)
C14(HB)

C5(HL)

C20,21(NTs)
C22(NT)

Unhealthy food /
High information
content

Not sure how healthy
region

C15,16,17,18,19 (NCs)

38

C1,2,3,4(HLs)

Healthy food/
Low information
content

Figure 3.
Turkish MSA plot - See Fig. 1 for the visual representation of the labels referred to in
this table. Key: HL= health logos; GDA = % guideline daily amount labels; TL = traffic
light labels; HB = hybrid labels; NC = nutrition claims and NT = nutrition tables.

C6,11,12,13
(GDA, TLs,
C7,8(GDA)
HB)
C14(HB)

High information content /
Unhealthy food

C10(GDA)
C9(GDA)
C5(HL)

C20,21(NTs)
C22(NT)

C3,4(HL)
C2(HL))
C1(HL)

Low information content
/ Healthy food

C16,19 (NCs)
C15,17,18 (NCs)
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Figure 4.
Polish MSA plot - See Fig. 1 for the visual representation of the labels referred to in this
table. Key: HL= health logos; GDA = % guideline daily amount labels; TL = traffic light
labels; HB = hybrid labels; NC = nutrition claims and NT = nutrition tables.

C22,11,12,13,14(NT, TLs, HBs)
C6,7,8,10(GDAs)

C21(NT)
C20(NT)

C9(GDA)

Ambiguity with
respect to health /
High information
content

C15,16(NCs)
C17,19 (NCs)
C18 (NC))

C5(HL)

Healthy food /
Low information
content

C1,4(HL)

40

C2,3(HLs)

Figure 5.
French MSA plot – See Fig. 1 for the visual representation of the labels referred to in
this table. Key: HL= health logos; GDA = % guideline daily amount labels; TL = traffic
light labels; HB = hybrid labels; NC = nutrition claims and NT = nutrition tables.

High information content
C9(GDA)
C20,21,22,(NTs)
C12,11,14,13,6,7,8,10
(TLs, HBs,GDAs)

C19 (NCs)
C15,16,17,18 (NCs)

C5(HL)

Low information content
C1,2,3,4(HLs)
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